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	WordPress is much more than just a blogging platform now. This flexible CMS is the power behind millions of URLs, including blue-chip companies, small business, and personal websites. Flash is a world-famous multimedia platform. This book will show you the best of the proven and popular strategies and techniques to deliver rich multimedia content, which will let you sail through the world of Flashy Wordpress with ease.


	This book will take you through clear well-formed and comprehensive recipes, through the most essential and useful Flash multimedia tools for Wordpress available today including plugins for images, audio and video, as well as projects you can do yourself in Flash. It helps you to create a Wordpress website full of Flash content. We show the big picture by providing context, best practices and strategies. Detailed instructions are provided for each section.


	This book provides you with the shortlist of the most essential Flash tools for creating a dynamic and media-rich website or blog, and shows you how to implement these on your site. The sections on Flash are intended to give you the option to create custom .swf files, giving you an alternative to plugins that already exist. The book will show you how to configure Flash content in your WordPress site/blog for maximum SEO, introduce Flash content to your Wordpress with and without plugins, import image feeds, use lightbox effects, and much more.


	Easy-to-follow recipes showing you how to use WordPress, plugins, and Flash animations to create a complete user experience, including: audio, video, slideshows, image galleries, and more


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Embed SWF files with the Kimili plugin
	
		Add Flash Detection when you embed a SWF without a plugin
	
		Configure WordPress and maximize search engine optimization
	
		Use the Flickr plugin and WordPress Multibox plugin for your images
	
		Create your own effects, watermarks, image gallery, and slideshow from scratch with Flash
	
		Use the NextGen Gallery plugin for image thumbnails, watermarking, and galleries
	
		Embed FLV files in WordPress
	
		Set up video blogging using WebTV Plugin and the Free WP Tube Theme
	
		Encode video files with the Adobe Media Encoder
	
		Use the audio plugins WPAudio Player, µAudio, and PodPress
	
		Add sound effects to a button and the timeline in Flash
	
		Stream sound and create/code your own On/Off music button and an MP3 player
	
		Using preset Flash skins
	
		Create a Custom Quote Rotator using XML and ActionScript in Flash
	
		Use and configure these plugins: WP-Cumulus Plugin, Tagnetic Poetry Plugin, Flexi Quote Rotator Plugin, WP sIFR Plugin, XML Google Maps Plugin, Datafeedr Random Ads Plugin, and WP Flash Feed Scroll Reader Plugin
	
		Customize WordPress themes
	
		Create animations and buttons in Flash



	Approach


	This book consists of a series of easy-to-follow recipes. Each recipe stands on its own, so you can open the book to any recipe and complete it without going through the previous recipes. You can work through the book from start to end or just choose the recipes most applicable to your needs and situation. The book presents recipes of varying difficulty levels so that there is something for everyone from a beginner to an advanced WordPress user. Detailed screenshots, code examples, and links to additional resources supplement the concise instructions.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a Wordpress user interested in creating multimedia-rich websites and blogs using Flash then this book is perfect for you. This book caters for site administrators and web developers, who have experience using Flash aand Wordpress.
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Hardening Windows, Second EditionApress, 2005
Hardening is the process of protecting a system against unknown threats.  System administrators harden against that which they think could be a threat. Administrators know the Internet is a hostile environment. Although they can't tell, for example, that a hacker will attempt to gain access to the SQL server next Tuesday, they can bet...
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Adobe Audition 2.0 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2006
The most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Audition 2.0!   Classroom in a Book, the best-selling series of hands-on software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no other book or training program does--an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated,...
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The Verilog PLI Handbook: A User's Guide  and Comprehensive Reference on the Verilog Programming Language InterfaceSpringer, 2002
The Verilog Programming Language Interface is a powerful feature of the Verilog standard. Through this interface, a Verilog simulator can be customized to perform virtually any engineering task desired, such as adding custom design debug utilities, adding proprietary file read/write utilities, and interfacing bus functional C language models to a...
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Water Management in 2020 and Beyond (Water Resources Development and Management)Springer, 2009
Water is intertwined in the daily life of humans in countless ways. The importance of water as a driver for health, food security, and quality of life and as a pillar for economic development is unique. As water affects human lives, the mankind also effects the hydrological cycle, in all dimensions from the local to the global scale. Food...
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Kylix Developers GuideSams Publishing, 2001
Delphi for Linux (Kylix) Development includes three main themes. First, the book recognized that much of its audience will be Windows developers who need to understand basic Linux development strategies, so there will be information throughout the book offering insight on how to leverage Windows development knowledge to the Linux platform. There...
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A Book on C: Programming in C (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 1998
 Beginners and professional programmers alike will benefit from the numerous examples and extensive exercises developed to guide readers through each concept.  Step-by-step dissections of program code illuminate the correct usage and syntax of C language constructs and reveal the underlying logic of their application. The clarity of exposition...
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